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Ticker: SVM AU  Cash: ~A$18m  Project: Kasiya / Nsaru, Malingunde 
Market cap: A$225m Price: A$0.455/sh Country: Malawi  
REC. (unc): BUY  PT (unc): A$1.65/sh  RISK RATING (unc): HIGH 

In our view, last week’s expanded scoping study, although providing a handy beat on our forecast based 
largely on improved grade and scheduling in early years, simply comes with no surprises. However, we 
would urge readers not to see that as ‘nothing new’, quite the opposite, but to see this as a validation of 
the frankly disruptive nature of this ‘beyond tier 1 asset’, exemplified by the US$1.2bn NPV10% for just 
US$372m capex. Remarkably, this still only sees 34% of the MRE processed over a 25-year life. As peers 
take state-funding for tough-to-survive-the-cycle assets, in the words of Tina Turner, we think Kasiya is 
‘simply the best’. The project and commissioning won’t be risk free of course, but a full site visit note here 
more than satisfied any pre site-visit risks / concerns we had. In short, the hydro mining and on-
infrastructure location, plus location in fiscally and security-stable Malawi (compared to neighbors 
Mozambique and Tanzania) adds to the structural advantages of the geology. Meanwhile the low-CO2 
graphite and rutile similarly add to the already ESG friendly hydro/solar power and rolling pit remediation. 
As such, we maintain our BUY rating and our A$1.65/sh PT based on a 0.5xNAV multiple for Kasiya, 
holding the 1.2Bt of unmined material at just 0.15% in-situ. Engineering work required around hydro 
mining and processing will now commence in earnest, with bulk samples and test-mining to provide further 
de-risking. Looking forward, oddly, we see M&A as the biggest risk. For example, for a major like Rio Tinto, 
Sovereign’s market cap represents just 2.6 days of FCF, yet could potentially provide 75 years of graphite 
and low-CO2 titanium feed, while leaving Malawi with not just a life-changing GDP contribution, but a 
potential move from subsistence farming to commercial farms on rolling-backfilled pits. Simply the best. 

Table 1. Mining and economic parameters of expanded scoping study against SCPe + new estimates 

 
   

‘Simply the best’ as A$1.6bn NPV on expanded scoping beats, and still only covers 1/3 of MRE 

Last week's expanded scoping study on the Kasiya rutile-graphite deposit in Malawi now incorporates the 
previously reported lift in MRE from 605Mt to 1,775Mt. The new study shows a 541Mt inventory 
supporting a 25-year mine life at 12Mtpa lifting to 24Mtpa from Y5. Grades of 1.14% rutile and 1.15% 
salable graphite thus support plateau production of 260ktpa rutile and 170ktpa graphite (up from 122ktpa 
and 80ktpa, respectively). Initial capex of A$510m reflects a 12% lift from 4Q21 estimates but remains 
lower than peers requiring new road/rail and port, which are in place here. With a slightly lower 
US$1,308/t price deck (flat US$1,085/t graphite), the Y5 expansion lifts the NPV10% 73% from A$937m to 
A$1,623m. Sovereign will now continue to market the products for offtake in parallel with the 
commencement of the PFS. For engineering works, recruitment of an owner’s team and consultants in 
underway for 2H22 start. Some residual drilling is required for a maiden reserve for the PFS, which will be 
done in tandem with bulk metallurgy and continued ESIA data collection, ultimately leading to permitting.  
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Figure 1. (A) Plan map of transport corridor, (B) CO2e studies, and (C) LOM production graph  

 
Source: SCP est imates  

Our view: beat on grade more than offsets staged capex, de-risking trumps both 

Starting with the rocks, and reflecting ‘starting in the best bits’, rutile grades are up 8% on prior studies / 
our forecast, with saleable graphite (higher-value coarser subset) saw a 3% lift, but 7% beat on our 
forecast. This more than offset tonnes of 541Mt against our 595Mt forecast – with >1Bt of ‘spare’ 
resource, tonnes are certainly not an issue here. Combined with a small lift in recovery, this drove a beat 
(previously based on simple doubling of old PEA) with plateau rutile and graphite 7% and 4% ahead of our 
forecast, respectively. Based on a slightly lower rutile price deck this drove ~flat revenue. With unit costs 
actually slightly down from economies of scale offsetting inflation, the higher grade flowed through to a 
pro-forma (~8%) drop in rutile and graphite unit costs, a good win. Initial capex has lifted 12% since 4Q21, 
an expected inflation impact. However, as noted in more detail later in this report, while plant capex is 
very close to peer producing and development assets, overall costs are far lower for the simple reasons 
that unlike peers, SVM doesn’t need new road/rail, or a new port, an excellent structural advantage. The 
overall capex for stage 1 and 2 is ~20% above our forecast with fewer economies of scale on phase two, 
plus more inflation, than we expected. Net net the grade improvement more than offsets capex creep for 
a lift in our own NPV10% of +4% from A$1,557m to A$1,621m (mirroring published A$1623m). However, 
this new NPV not just (i) an impressive 73% lift from prior published figures, and (ii) eye-wateringly large, 
but (iii) remarkably only accounts for 34% of the rutile resource.  

ESG credentials validated 

The CO2 advantage of rutile over ilmenite and African natural graphite over Chinese (and synthetic) has 
been covered well, with our note here. The new study builds on this, noting most power will come from 
a grid-hydro and a solar farm. While solar is off-touted, only those projects with minimal cloud cover, 
including Kasiya, can achieve the ~10-12c/kWh (full capex and opex) seen in places such as West Africa. 
This isn’t just theoretical; we note a 60Mw solar plant was recently commissioned by JCM in Malawi. 
Better still, today’s study shows progressive backfilling. While this is positive for locals, it may be the tip 
of the iceberg with potential to return not just to subsistence farming, but for commercial opportunities 
for local stakeholders; studies are commencing now to establish the viability of such options. 
 

https://sprott.com/media/5374/220610-scp-svm-graphite.pdf
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Valuation: 0.5xNAV10% A$1,466m 

We match the scoping study / pricing for an SCP asset-level NPV10% of A$1,621m, similar to the published 
A$1,623m. This is a 4% beat on our estimates, based on the higher grade, but also on scheduling against 
prior flat-forward estimates. This sees rutile drop from ~1.27% drops to 1.07% in later years, validated by 
the geology with at-surface enrichment via weathering. This is offset by graphite actually rising from 1.3% 
in-situ toward 1.7% in later years as near-surface depletes by ‘wiggling’ to atmosphere. Graphite grade is 
well over our forecast, but the implied 76% saleability (discarding ~24% low-value fines, ironically the 
bread and butter of currently loss-making African peers) leave saleable graphite grades in line with the 
prior scoping study / our forecast. On capex, we previously modelled up front A$775m which now drops 
to A$510m, but lifts to A$996m including stage two, although that should be self-funding so is less relevant 
to the number one price-driver: share count. The only other modifier we make is to deduct a 10% minority 
that will apply to the government once in production, for net A$1,466m asset NPV, and A$1.5bn NAV.  

Table 2. SOTP valuation for Sovereign 

  

Recommendation: maintain BUY rating and A$1.65/sh PT  

Rather than nit-pick around commodity price and unit cost assumptions, we base our valuation on this 
model, and more simply apply a 50% discount to our NAV to account for uncertainty in estimates at this 
stage. As such, we maintain our BUY rating and A$1.65/sh PT, estimating that the stock trades at a 
current 0.15xNAV diluted for options, but not mine-build. We would encourage readers not to interpret 
this as the expanded scoping study having no value. Rather, the far and away biggest value driver is the 
de-risking of what were previously ‘best guess’ figures from SCP against now independently validated 
numbers. Although equity funding / dilution on a fully-built basis very difficult to guesstimate now, for 
reference we show a fully-funded fully-diluted (FF FD) valuation of >A$3/sh at first production, putting 
the stock on a FF FD 0.15xNAV at first production, in line with the above build-start undiluted value. 

Table 3. SCP fully-funded fully-diluted 1xNAV over time and sensitivities 

 
The biggest upside in our view is the same as the biggest ‘risk’, M&A. A major like Rio Tinto currently 
makes SVM’s market cap in FCF every 2.6 days on a 2H21 run rate. This could provide a possible 75-year 
supply of both graphite and low-CO2 TiO2 feedstock. And this in a market where Rio have been penalised 
for poor ESG, lost their Serbian lithium asset and paid up for a high-Mg lithium brine, while South African 
operations (coal-grid powered, coal reduced process) saw their GM murdered last year in a deterioration 
of relations. With best-in-class margins, long life and through-cycle FCF, this is a type of asset majors covet. 
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Site visit: a gift to investors, ESG and Malawi 

Last month we visited Malingunde in Malawi. With the project economics outstanding ‘on paper’, our trip 
focused on quantifying risks. We saw (a) low country risk outside minor timing risk, (b) low exploration 
risk with fast / cheap drilling, (c) no high-risk mining/processing items, a big win, (d) remarkable 
infrastructure with rail/power on site just 30 min drive from capital; (e) moderate social risk from the large 
footprint offset by ability to relocate back to improved (to commercial) farms, (f) low staff risk given SVM’s 
process engineer from Base/ Iluka/ TZMI plus strong South African consultants.  

Our review points to world-beating project on both economic and social metrics 

On site, we saw ~40 staff managing the current drilling, where a low-cost and fast (three holes a day- per 
crew) hand auger programme is underway with 3-6 crews. Samples are split with graphite sent offshore 
for assay, and rutile is recovered in a new high-quality lab / warehouse facility with four-day turnaround 
in-house using a PXRF on recovered rutile (confirming grade reported is recovered grade). This allows 
rapid dynamic drilling, with concentrate to Australia for final external XRF. 

Country risk - low: with legacy uranium mining, Malawi appeared pro-mining, with no security issues 
witnessed (little to no armed police / army seen); a simple low-GDP country. In fact, we understand even 
politicians born in a village on the deposit are extremely supportive. The granting of permits is done by 
committee arms-length from the mines minister to avoid corruption, which will likely slow the process 
when compared to more direct-drive countries. Overall, we see the risk to permit not granted as very low, 
with some chance of admin delays given the requirement to go through the committee, but still unlikely 
to see permitting hit critical path ever – the African advantage. 

Figure 1. Typical physiography (not SVM) with ‘cut away’ valleys / villages, and unpopulated plateaus 

 
Source: SCP 

Exploration / geology risk – low to zero: hand auger is remarkable – having tried several powered 
methods with limited success, a local crew of four can dig three holes a day for ~US$20/hole. Samples are 
split on site with half sent offshore for graphite assays. The rutile sample is dried, sized, de-slimed, gravity 
concentrated followed by magnetic separation to remove ilmenite / magnetic fractions, with rutile 
analysed by PXRF on site with four-day turn around from hole to result. Small 10-20g rutile concentrate 
samples are then sent to Perth for independent assay. QA/QC is very good, duplicates and blanks and 
even de-sliming is QA’d daily. End to end, this process is the fastest, cheapest, most accurate we’ve seen 
on any mining asset globally, a key win. Looking forward, infill for the BFS reserve is as low cost and fast 
as original drilling was to establish the current resource. 
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 Figure 2. Hand auger drilling near power line on SVM property  

 
Source: SCP 

Mining / processing risk – low but complicated: the deposit is a new style, being a weathered 
metamorphic rock rather than modern beach sand. Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, with peer 
producers in Africa now exploring for this style. However, with innovation comes risk. The key delta to a 
‘washed’ beach sand is high slimes (clay from weathering doesn’t wash away), while large-footprint large-
capex is no different here to peer projects. We QA capex below; yes there is a large infrastructure layout, 
but capex sense checks very well given no requirement for new roads or ports that peers need. Moving 
to slimes, this was a revelation for us. Peer Kenmare recently reported ‘increased slimes level negatively 
impacted on feed rates and recoveries…extensive mitigation measures are being implemented…to reduce 
slimes recirculation and improve…recoveries’. At ~45%, Sovereign’s slimes are much higher; on face value, 
this is a hurdle. However, the issue with slimes is dredge mining (SVM will be hydro mining), where slimes 
don’t all report to the slurry-pump, and thus recirculate and build up over time in the pond, slowing 
dredging and more importantly, impacting recovery. Even low slimes such as 10-15%, with precedents at 
Iluka Eneaba operations in Australia, can build up over time to disruptive levels enough to reduce 
recoveries/ production. SVM’s hydro-mining and/or dozer trap hybrid, in fact needs at least 20% slimes 
for a high-SG slurry to ‘hold’ the sand at efficient 2-3m / second flow rates (needs to be higher if lower 
slimes). Given SVM is hydro-mining, all water/slurry/slimes are sent to the process plant so don’t build up 
at the mining face. The “top-down” hydro mining approach also has the advantage of giving more constant 
/ reliable plant feed and ensures optimum plant performance. The point is, yes slimes are a major issue 
for mineral sands, but only for dredge miners. Sovereign will have to deal with the slimes at the plant, 
detailed below, but the companies lead process engineer is well versed in doing just that, and was integral 
to last week’s flow sheet.  

Mining: hydro mining is being developed in tandem with global contractor Fraser Alexanders (principal 
commissioned >200 in his career), an SA-based team accomplished at tailings hydro-mining of South 
African gold dumps, but with global roll out. The ‘ah hah’ here is a 45 degrees down-ward angled hydro-
gun / face geometry, so-called “top-down” approach. This is different to bottom-up vertical face hydro 
mining used in Base’s operation, where slumps risk injury, and create heterogenous feed. In Sierra Leone 
and at RBM the slumps can break-off a bucket on the bucket wheel dredge. At SVM, the ore is a saprolite 
not an unconsolidated sand, potentially creating a ‘hard rock risk’. However, when the saprolite gets wet 
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it almost immediately ‘slumps / breaks down’ into sand. We visited a 5m ‘borrow pit’ (dug by road 
builders) and saw this, but more importantly the feedback from Fraser Alexander was that the above 
‘water slump’ effect is excellent, as evidenced by ‘gullying’ (rainwater carved channels in the pit) 
demonstrating the soft ore. The water table perches above the hard-rock at ~7-12m. Recall 0-4m has high 
rutile / low graphite, 4-8m has high graphite medium rutile, 8-12m has high graphite / low rutile, >12m 
fresher ore for low rutile. At a minimum we would expect 0-8m mining, and potentially 8-12m, with a 
trade off on 12-16m. Once at 8m the mining area will require dewatering, an addressable technical aspect.  

Figure 3. Historic borrow-pit showing gullying in the soft saprolite in response to rainfall 

 
Source: SCP 

Processing: with >3mm oversize screened out at the mining face, slimes will be removed by cyclone, and 
sent to a TMF with flocculant. The kaolinite clay has excellent settling properties, but will be blended with 
tails ‘sand’ for material handling (~40% solids), a key solution. Rutile is removed by spirals in a heavy-
mineral concentrate (HMC), graphite is floated from the light tail, and final sand tail is mixed with slimes 
into a TMF, with TMF water recovered to the process pond. The TMF can be constructed with tailings 
‘sand’ given the flat land and low TMF height. Only ~20Mt / 2 years of TMF is required up front + a minor 
addition each year given most tails will be used to backfill the mining area pre-remediation, less a swell 
factor. The TMF will also be remediated and return to the local community with the clay/sand mix 
providing ideal growing conditions / water retention.  
Power: the hydro-power grid is useful, but unreliable at times. SVM can secure power at ~11.7c/kwh using 
solar on a BOOT / arms length basis, with batteries for partial overnight support, and diesel backup 
(~5Mw). This isn’t common worldwide as you need sunlight and space; it is common in Africa (Kinross, B2 
etc). In fact, a recent 60Mw solar farm build in Malawi talks to the solar-suitability of the country. 

Figure 4. A 60Mw solar farm commissioned recently in Malawi 

 
Source: SVM / JCM 
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Infrastructure / logistics risk - low: the rail from Nacala port to Nkaya (in Malawi, south of capital 
Lilongwe) is full rehabilitated narrow-gauge high-volume rail. From Nkaya to Lilongwe can take reduced-
load cargo on 15t axel limit until bridges improved. The final ~50km from Lilongwe to site is laid with 
concrete foundation but unused (Figure 5), so will need minor re-ballast, but tracks and sleepers are in 
good condition. The final 10km to the process plant will need new rail, budgeted in the FS; a traditional 
~US$1m/km puts this at SCPe ~US$10m only (within US$98m infrastructure capex in expanded scoping 
study). This means day one SVM can truck 10km to rail, use slow-train on existing rail to Nkaya, and double 
up loads to port from there, for little to no cost (only ~200kt pa, one train a day). As capacity picks up, a 
rail spur / rehab to Lilongwe and remediated bridge to Nkaya means for very little money SVM then have 
full working railway from port to site. This is without peer in East-Africa as all precedent and proposed 
operations needs to build rail or road at a minimum, up to a full port as well.  

Figure 5. The least-used spur of rail from Lilongwe to site remains in good condition 

 
Source: SCP 

Social / RAP risk - moderate: Physiographically the licence is 80% ‘low plateaus’ hosting highest grade 
ore, casava and maize and no villages. Around 20% of the footprint is cut-away valleys (‘Dambos’, the 
green areas on satellite images), with black soil, small streams in the wet season, at-surface water table 
with excised laterite cap / lower grades. Firstly, Dambos are excluded from mining, meaning most of the 
population on the licence will not be impacted. Coming back to the plateaus, we saw sparsely populated 
farms and the odd mud hut. To quantify this, the 19.1m population of Malawi drops to 17m excluding the 
top 30 cities, spread over ~118,250km2 for ~140/km2. Assuming a 90/10 split into dambos could see a RAP 
requirement of as low as 50 people/km2, although those figures haven’t been quantified in the mine area. 
Simplistically, an 8-16m pit with conservative 30%-again buffer could required 1.8-3.5km2 pa. Once 
relocated pits be backfilled with benign tails, with the sand-clay mix ideal for agriculture, likely with at-
surface soil improvement.  
There is a twist which dramatically improves the relocation outcome; while Stage 1 mining will need to 
relocate people, once remediated, the land could be suitable for more intense agriculture (macadamias, 
avocado etc), giving the opportunity to lift from subsistence to commercial farming. Better still, cash 
crops’ higher population mean Stage 2 relocation could be back to remediated Stage 1 areas meaning 
there may be no further requirement to relocate out of the mining area, a true game changing win. A final 
mitigating factor here is that there are no indigenous populations on the mining area (heritage/original 
tribes). Although consultant are being employed to assist here, from the owners side, the SVM Board has 
credentialled mining ESG people – Nigel Jones – ex Rio Tinto Simandou PM and Ben Stoikovich, and 
Environmental / Mining Engineer.  

Figure 6. Unpopulated plateau (near) and villages in not-to-be-mined valleys (far) 
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Source: SCP 

Staff / HR risk - low: We spent time on site with the lead process engineer. With experience on the Base 
Resources design-team as lead engineer at Ausenco on the DFS, and also on site as an employee post 
commissioning as head of process engineering, there is great overlap. Adding strong commercials after 
time with industry consultants TZMI, roles at Iluka as a commissioning metallurgist and RGC Eneabba 
mineral sands in Australia have clear relevance. Informal feedback from a large group of PFS consultants 
on site a week before us was simple enthusiasm to ‘be involved’ on what was noted as a blue-ribbon 
project. At an exploration level, there is a solid in-country skill base, exemplified by the first-class 
processing facility (Figure 6). However, despite a strong consultant base, the company will need to recruit 
engineering staff for the PFS and onward. We note several projects in Africa are winding up currently, 
meaning there is good potential for SVM to pick up where peers are leaving. Critically, South Africa doesn’t 
have the same shortage of people that Canada / USA / Australia are facing, a key point in the current 
environment.  

Figure 7. (A) SVM Lilonge processing lab showing (B) riffle table, (C) mag sep and (D) PXRF 

 
Source: SCP 

Capex advantage vs. peers: Separately to the site visit, the scoping study shows US$372m (including 
US$58m contingency) for 12Mtpa Stage 1 hydro-mining operation with spirals, no new rail, no new road, 
and no new port. As the highest value deposit globally, the relative capital intensity / tonne of production 
(or capex / annual revenue given a basket of minerals) will always be the lowest globally. Because most 
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peers need(ed) new ports, SVM will always have doubly lower unit capex than any peer globally. 
Furthermore, SVM has potential to also access a second export route – the Beira-Sena port/ rail complex. 
Some sense checks: Base / Toliara capex (here) is US$520m for 13Mtpa (higher capital intensity as more 
remote on Madagascar). Specifically, this includes a 45km sealed road and substantial 630m concrete 
bridge, a 23Mw HFO power (off grid), and 550m jetty (and port storage) for US$168m, i.e. on like for like 
this would be US$352m for SVM (who has existing rail and port). Toliara capex for just mining + plant is 
US$170m (US$149m + escalation). Base / Kwale capex (2014 annual report, here) was US$310m, for 
11Mtpa (140Mt/13yrs). This included a new port, which would argue SVM in low 300s (lower on no port, 
higher on inflation). Sovereign existing rail-port at Nacala (here) is an embayment meaning no river silt, 
with an existing new container port and two backups north to Pemba (break bulk and container) and south 
to Beira (container). Against Base / Toliara (here) which has proposed an onshore tidal area for shallow 
draft (proposed jetty on the yellow sandbank). Strandline capex in Australia has 8Mtpa (here) for A$338m 
(here), or US$256m which would pro-rate to high 300s if compared to SVM, another good data point. 

Why we like Sovereign Metals 

• Existing 1,775Mt @ 1.01% rutile comes from just 180km2 of Kasiya 

• A$1.5bn NPV8 project on capex of just US$372m for attractive economics 

• Pure rutile + graphite credits lowers CO2 and adds EV credits addressing ESG agenda 

• On hydropower, hydro-mineable, on modern rail to deep-water port with allocation 

• PFS-level Malingunde graphite project adds diversification and second pillar to value 

Catalysts 

1. 2H22: Further offtake agreements 
2. 2023: PFS 
3. 2024: DFS 

Research 
Brock Salier (London) M: +44 7400 666 913 bsalier@sprott.com 
Eleanor Magdzinski (Toronto) M: +1 705 669 7456 emagdzinski@sprott.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://wcsecure.weblink.com.au/pdf/BSE/02426235.pdf
https://wcsecure.weblink.com.au/pdf/BSE/01562677.pdf
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Nacala,+Mozambique/@-14.538696,40.6555874,6810m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x18b9ab93615eeef5:0x62775d61c115a9d9!8m2!3d-14.5656065!4d40.6854309
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Toliara,+Madagascar/@-23.3557629,43.6701178,15219m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x1f647c4652cc74c9:0xd1603ce8723654a5!8m2!3d-23.3516191!4d43.6854936
https://cdn-api.markitdigital.com/apiman-gateway/ASX/asx-research/1.0/file/2924-02358242-6A1026410?access_token=83ff96335c2d45a094df02a206a39ff4
https://cdn-api.markitdigital.com/apiman-gateway/ASX/asx-research/1.0/file/2924-02370893-6A1031564?access_token=83ff96335c2d45a094df02a206a39ff4
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Ticker: SVM LN Price / mkt cap: A$0.485/sh, A$225m Project PNAV today: Asset: Kasia / Nsaru
Author: B Salier E MagdzinskiRec / 0.5xNAV PT: 1xNAV3Q24 FF FD: Country: Malawi

Commodity price CY21E CY22E CY23E CY24E CY25E Resource / Reserve Tonnes Rutile Tonnes Graphite Tonnes
Rutile price (US$/t) 1,470 1,469 1,456 1,458 1,466 Resource 1775Mt 1.01% 17.9Mt 1.32% 23.4Mt
Graphite price (US$/t) 1,085 1,085 1,085 1,085 1,085 SCP mining inventory 541Mt 1.14% 6.2Mt 1.52% 8.2Mt
SOTP project valuation* Project: USES Funding: SOURCES

A$m O/ship NAVx A$/sh Pre-build exploration: A$18m Cash + ITM options: A$20m
Ungeared @ build start (4Q23) 1,466 100% 0.50x 1.51 Build capex: A$510m DFS equity, spot: A$19m
Cash SCPe 2Q22 18.7 100% 1.00x 0.04 Finance costs (A$m) A$10m Build equity @ 0.5xNAV: A$235m
Cash from options 1.7 100% 1.00x 0.00 TOTAL USES: A$539m 65% geared debt @ 10%: A$306m
Res outside inventory @ 0.15% insitu 52 100% 1.00x 0.11 Buffer / drill budget: A$42m TOTAL SOURCES: A$580m
Asset NAV10% US$1308/t rutile 1,539 PT: 1.66 Share data Basic >FD >DFS eq
*Shares diluted for options mine build, ungeared Market P/NAV5% 0.15x Basic shares (m) 463.28 486.6 526.4
Group NAV sensitised to rutile and graphite price (A$m, ungeared)* Ratio analysis (YT June) FY21A FY22E FY23E FY24E FY25E
Project NPV 10% (A$m) R $0.91k R $1.11k R $1.31k R $1.51k R $1.91k Shares out (m) 413.4 463.3 463.3 651.5 651.5

Graphite $0.835k/t 1,316 1,316 1,316 1,316 1,316 EPS (A$/sh) -       -       -       -       -       
Graphite $1.085k/t 1,539 1,539 1,539 1,539 1,539 CFPS (A$/sh) -       -       -       -       -       
Graphite $1.335k/t 1,762 1,762 1,762 1,762 1,762 EV (A$m) - 206.0 219.9 229.0 601.2
Ungeared project IRR^: 29% 29% 29% 29% 29% FCF yield (%) -       -       -       -       -       

Project NPV 8% (A$m) R $0.91k R $1.11k R $1.31k R $1.51k R $1.91k PER (x) -       -       -       -       -       
Graphite $0.835k/t 1,572 1,572 1,572 1,572 1,572 EV/EBITDA (x) -       -       -       -       -       
Graphite $1.085k/t 1,836 1,836 1,836 1,836 1,836 Income statement (YT June) FY21A FY22E FY23E FY24E FY25E
Graphite $1.335k/t 2,101 2,101 2,101 2,101 2,101 Net revenue (A$m) -       -       -       -       -       

*Project NPV, ex fin. costs and cent G&A, discounted to build start; ^SVM px deck COGS (A$m) -       3,171.4 -       -       -       
Group NAV over time^ 3Q22 3Q23 3Q24 3Q25 3Q26 Gross profit (A$m) -       -       -       -       -       
Kasiya NPV (A$m) 1,294 1,428 1,693 2,212 2,471 G&A (A$m) 1.4 2.2 1.9 1.9 1.9
G&A and fin. costs (A$m) (86) (79) (85) (85) (60) Finance cost (A$m) -       -       -       -       10.3
Net cash prior qtr (A$m) 18.7 4.8 142.4 (174.2) (248.0) Exploration (A$m0 2.9 7.9 12.0 -       -       
Cash from options (A$m) 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 Taxes (A$m) -       -       -       -       -       
Res outside inventory @ 0.15% insitu52 52 52 52 52 Minorities (A$m) -       -       -       -       -       
NAV FF FD (A$m) 1,280 1,407 1,804 2,007 2,217 Other (A$m) 0.9 1.1 -       -       10.3
FD shares in issue (m) 526 526 675 675 675 Net income (A$m) (5.1) (11.1) (13.9) (1.9) (12.2)
1xNAV5%/sh FF FD (A$/sh) 2.43 2.67 2.67 2.97 3.29 Cash flow, attrib. (YT June) FY21A FY22E FY23E FY24E FY25E
Geared NAV at 1st production, diluted for build, net G&A and fin. costs^ EBIT (A$m) (5.1) (11.1) (13.9) (1.9) (1.9)
NPV10% (A$m) R $0.91k R $1.11k R $1.31k R $1.51k R $1.91k Add back D&A (A$m) 0.0 -       -       -       -       

Graphite $0.835k/t 1,929 1,929 1,929 1,929 1,929 Net change in wkg cap (A$m) (0.1) -       -       -       -       
Graphite $1.085k/t 2,217 2,217 2,217 2,217 2,217 Other non-cash (A$m) (1.2) -       -       -       10.3
Graphite $1.335k/t 2,505 2,505 2,505 2,505 2,505 Cash flow ops (A$m) (3.9) (11.1) (13.9) (1.9) (12.2)

Geared project IRR: 28% 28% 28% 28% 28% PP&E - build (A$m) (0.3) (0.2) -       (150.0) (360.0)
NPV8% (A$m) R $0.91k R $1.11k R $1.31k R $1.51k R $1.91k PP&E - sust (A$m) -       -       -       -       -       

Graphite $0.835k/t 2,934 2,934 2,934 2,934 2,934 Cash flow inv. (A$m) (0.3) (0.2) -        (150.0) (360.0)
Graphite $1.085k/t 3,358 3,358 3,358 3,358 3,358 Share issue (A$m) 9.8 22.0 -       234.6 -       
Graphite $1.335k/t 3,783 3,783 3,783 3,783 3,783 Debt draw (repay) (A$m) -       -       -       -       306.0

^Project NPV net G&A & fin. cost, +n et cash; *diluted for build equity Cash flow fin. (A$m) 9.8 22.0 -        234.6 306.0
Prod'n (Y1 from 4Q25) Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Net change in cash (A$m) 5.6 10.7 (13.9) 82.7 (66.2)
Rutile prod'n (000t) 75 153 149 149 186 EBITDA (A$m) (5.1) (11.1) (13.9) (1.9) (1.9)
Graphite prod'n (000t) 37 76 74 74 94 Balance sheet FY21A FY22E FY23E FY24E FY25E
Revenue / cost (x) 3.29 3.28 3.26 3.28 3.26 Cash (A$m) 8.0 18.7 4.8 87.0 20.7

Acc rec., inv, prepaid (A$m) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 74.2
PP&E & other (A$m) 7.7 7.7 7.7 157.7 443.7
Total assets (A$m) 15.8 26.6 12.6 244.8 538.6
Debt (A$m) -       -       -       -       306.0
Accounts payable (A$m) 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
Others (A$m) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Total liabilities (A$m) 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 306.8
Issued capital (A$m) 55.3 77.3 77.3 311.9 311.9
Retained earnings (A$m) (39.4) (50.7) (64.7) (67.1) 226.7
Liabilities + equity (A$m) 15.8 26.6 12.6 244.8 538.6

Source: SCP estimates
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DISCLOSURES & DISCLAIMERS: 

This research report (as defined in IIROC Rule 3600, Part B) is issued and approved for distribution in Canada by Sprott Capital Partners LP (“SCP”), 
an investment dealer who is a member of the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (“IIROC”) and the Canadian Investor 
Protection Fund (“CIPF”). The general partner of SCP is Sprott Capital Partners GP Inc. and SCP is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sprott Inc., which 
is a publicly listed company on the Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol “SII”. Sprott Asset Management LP (“SAM”), a registered investment 
manager to the Sprott Funds and is an affiliate of SCP. This research report is provided to retail clients and institutional investors for information 
purposes only. The opinions expressed in this report are the opinions of the author and readers should not assume they reflect the opinions or 
recommendations of SCP’s research department. The information in this report is drawn from sources believed to be reliable but the accuracy or 
completeness of the information is not guaranteed, nor in providing it does SCP and/or affiliated companies or persons assume any responsibility 
or liability whatsoever. This report is not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. SCP accepts no 
liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use or reliance on this research report or the information contained herein. Past performance is 
not a guarantee of future results, and no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made regarding future performance of any security 
mentioned in this research report. The price of the securities mentioned in this research report and the income they generate may fluctuate 
and/or be adversely affected by market factors or exchange rates, and investors may realize losses on investments in such securities, including 
the loss of investment principal. Furthermore, the securities discussed in this research report may not be liquid investments, may have a high 
level of volatility or may be subject to additional and special risks associated with securities and investments in emerging markets and/or foreign 
countries that may give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors. SCP may participate in an underwriting of, have a position in, 
or make a market in, the securities mentioned herein, including options, futures or other derivatives instruments thereon, and may, as a principal 
or agent, buy or sell such products.  

DISSEMINATION OF RESEARCH: SCP’s research is distributed electronically through email or available in hard copy upon request. Research is 
disseminated concurrently to a pre-determined list of clients provided by SCP’s Institutional Sales Representative and retail Investment Advisors. 
Should you wish to no longer receive electronic communications from us, please contact unsubscribe@sprott.com and indicate in the subject line 
your full name and/or corporate entity name and that you wish to unsubscribe from receiving research.  

RESEARCH ANALYST CERTIFICATION: Each Research Analyst and/or Associate who is involved in the preparation of this research report hereby 
certifies that:  

• The views and recommendations expressed herein accurately reflect his/her personal views about any and all of the securities or 
issuers that are the subject matter of this research report; 

• His/her compensation is not and will not be directly related to the specific recommendations or view expressed by the Research 
analyst in this research report; 

• They have not affected a trade in a security of any class of the issuer within the 30-day period prior to the publication of this research 
report; 

• They have not distributed or discussed this Research Report to/with the issuer, investment banking group or any other third party 
except for the sole purpose of verifying factual information; and  

• They are unaware of any other potential conflicts of interest. 

UK RESIDENTS: Sprott Partners UK Limited (“Sprott”) is an appointed representative of PillarFour Securities LLP which is authorized and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct Authority. This document has been approved under section 21(1) of the FMSA 2000 by PillarFour Securities LLP 
(“PillarFour”) for communication only to eligible counterparties and professional clients as those terms are defined by the rules of the Financial 
Conduct Authority. Its contents are not directed at UK retail clients. PillarFour does not provide investment services to retail clients. PillarFour 
publishes this document as non-independent research which is a marketing communication under the Conduct of Business rules. It has not been 
prepared in accordance with the regulatory rules relating to independent research, nor is it subject to the prohibition on dealing ahead of the 
dissemination of investment research. It does not constitute a personal recommendation and does not constitute an offer or a solicitation to buy 
or sell any security. Sprott and PillarFour consider this note to be an acceptable minor non-monetary benefit as defined by the FCA which may be 
received without charge. This is because the content is either considered to be commissioned by Sprott’s clients as part of their advisory services 
to them or is short term market commentary. Neither Sprott nor PillarFour nor any of its directors, officers, employees or agents shall have any 
liability, howsoever arising, for any error or incompleteness of fact or opinion in it or lack of care in its preparation or publication; provided that 
this shall not exclude liability to the extent that this is impermissible under the law relating to financial services. All statements and opinions are 
made as of the date on the face of this document and are not held out as applicable thereafter. This document is intended for distribution only 
in those jurisdictions where PillarFour is permitted to distribute its research. 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES FOR U.S. PERSONS: This research report was prepared by Sprott Capital Partners LP (“SCP”), a company authorized 
to engage in securities activities in Canada. SCP is not a registered broker/dealer in the United States and, therefore, is not subject to U.S. rules 
regarding the preparation of research reports and the independence of research analysts. This research report is provided for distribution to 
“major U.S. institutional investors” in reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 
1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”). Any U.S. recipient of this research report wishing to effect any transaction to buy or sell securities or 
related financial instruments based on the information provided in this research report should do so only through Sprott Global Resource 
Investments Ltd. (“SGRIL”), a broker dealer in the United States registered with the Securities Exchange Commission (“SEC”), the Financial Industry 
Authority (“FINRA”), and a member of the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (“SIPC”). Under no circumstances should any recipient of 
this research report effect any transaction to buy or sell securities or related financial instruments through SCP. 

SGRIL accepts responsibility for the contents of this research report, subject to the terms set out below, to the extent that it is delivered to a U.S. 
person other than a major U.S. institutional investor. The analyst whose name appears in this research report is not licensed, registered, or 
qualified as a research analyst with FINRA and may not be an associated person of SGRIL and, therefore, may not be subject to applicable 
restrictions under FINRA Rule 2241 regarding communications by a research analyst with a subject company, public appearances by the research 
analyst, and trading securities held by a research analyst account. To make further inquiries related to this report, United States residents should 
contact their SGRIL representative. 
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ANALYST CERTIFICATION / REGULATION AC: The analyst and associate certify that the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect 
their personal views about the subject securities or issuers. In addition, the analyst and associate certify that no part of their compensation was, 
is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in this research report. 

SPROTT CAPITAL PARTNERS EXPLANATION OF RECCOMENDATIONS: Should SCP issue research with recommendations, the research rating 

guidelines will be based on the following recommendations:  

BUY: The stocks total returns are expected to be materially better than the overall market with higher return expectations needed for more risky 
securities markets 
NEUTRAL: The stock’s total returns are expected to be in line with the overall market  
SELL: The stocks total returns are expected to be materially lower than the overall market   
TENDER: The analyst recommends tendering shares to a formal tender offering 
UNDER REVIEW: The stock will be placed under review when there is a significant material event with further information pending; and/or when 
the research analyst determines it is necessary to await adequate information that could potentially lead to a re-evaluation of the rating, target 
price or forecast; and/or when coverage of a particular security is transferred from one analyst to another to give the new analyst time to 
reconfirm the rating, target price or forecast.  
NOT RATED ((N/R): The stock is not currently rated  
NOT RATED ((N/R): The stock is not currently rated 
 

Research Disclosure Response 

1 SCP and its affiliates collectively beneficially owns 1% or more of any class of the issuer's equity securities1 YES 

2 
The analyst or any associate of the analyst responsible for the report or recommendation or any individual directly 
involved in the preparation of the report holds or is short any of the issuer's securities directly or through derivatives 

NO 

3 
An SCP partner, director, officer or analyst involved in the preparation of a report on the issuer, has during the preceding 
12 months provided services to the issuer for remuneration other than normal course investment advisory or trading 
execution services 

NO 

4 
SCP has provided investment banking services for the issuer during the 12 months preceding the date of issuance of the 
research report or recommendation 

YES 

5 
Name of any director, officer, employee or agent of SCP who is an officer, director or employee of the issuer, or who 
serves in an advisory capacity to the issuer 

NO 

6 SCP is making a market in an equity or equity related security of the issuer NO 

7 The analyst preparing this report received compensation based upon SCP's investment banking revenue for the issuer NO 

8 The analyst has conducted a site visit and has viewed a major facility or operation of the issuer YES 

9 The analyst has been reimbursed for travel expenses for a site visit by the issuer NO 

SPROTT CAPITAL PARTNERS EQUITY RESEARCH RATINGS: 

 

 

 
1 As at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of issuance of the research report or the end of the second most recent month if 
the issue date is less than 10 calendar days after the end of the most recent month. 

BUY: 50

HOLD: 0

SELL: 0

UNDER REVIEW: 0

TENDER: 0

NOT RATED: 0

TOTAL 50

Summary of Recommendations as of June 2022


